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ABSTRACT

Very recently, Sun et al. proposed an improved password authenticated key agreement
scheme based on Juang et al.'s scheme. However, after reviewing their scheme and
analyzing its security, we ®nd their scheme is vulnerable to two kinds of attacks, i.e., the
oine password guessing attack, and the Denial-of-Service (DoS) attack. The analysis
shows that Sun's scheme is insecure for practical application. Then, we propose a further
improved scheme to eliminate the security vulnerability. Compared with Juang et al.'s
scheme and Sun et al.'s scheme, our scheme is more secure and more suitable for real-life
applications.
Keywords: Authentication; Security; Cryptanalysis; Smart card; Attacks.

INTRODUCTION

Remote authentication is a method to authenticate remote users over insecure
communication channels. Password-based authentication schemes have been
widely deployed to verify the legitimacy of remote users. Recently, many
password authentication schemes using smart cards have been proposed by
some researchers (Chen et al., 2009; Chung et al., 2009; HoÈ lbl et al., 2009;
Hsiang et al., 2009; Hwang et al., 2009; Juang et al., 2009; Li et al., 2009; Sun et
al., 2009; Tsai et al., 2006; Wu et al., 2008; and Xu et al., 2009). In these
schemes, the smart-card-oriented remote login authentication scheme is used to
authenticate a legitimate user. The smart card contains a microprocessor, which
can perform arithmetic operations quickly, an I/O port, a RAM, and a ROM in
which some messages are stored. Therefore, there is no need to store a password
table or veri®cation table in the server.
Juang et al. (2008) proposed a password-authenticated key agreement scheme
using smart cards. They broke new ground by pointing out the threat of the
smart-card loss. The major contributions of Juang et al.'s scheme are to address
the threat of the smart-card loss and the use of the elliptic-curve algorithm for
reducing the implementation costs. In fact, most of the previous schemes are
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insecure under the smart-card-loss assumption. Although the "Juang et al.'s"
scheme has many bene®ts, Sun et al. (2009) found that it suers from three
weaknesses: 1) the ineectiveness of the password-changing operation; 2) the
session-key problem; and 3) the ineciency of the double secret keys. Sun et al.
also proposed an improved scheme to enhance the security. They claimed their
scheme could withstand various attacks. However, after reviewing and
analyzing its security, we ®nd their scheme is vulnerable to two kinds of attacks,
i.e., the oine password guessing attack, and the Denial-of-Service (DoS)
attack. Therefore, we propose a further improved scheme to eliminate the
security vulnerability. Compared with Juang et al.'s scheme and Sun et al.'s
scheme, our scheme is more secure and suitable for real-life applications.
REVIEW OF SUN'S SCHEME

In order to facilitate future references, frequently used notations are listed below
with their descriptions.
. U a user.
. S a remote server.
. ID U's identi®er.
. PW
U's password
. KS S's long secret key.
. KSU session key shared between S and U.
. h 1 secure hash function.
. 8 bitwise XOR operation.
. jj: concatenation operation
Sun et al.'s scheme consists of four phases: a parameter-generation phase,
registration phase, authentication phase and password change phase. We
describe them as follows.
:

:

:

:

:

:

:

:

Parameter-Generation Phase

In this phase, S generates the parameter of the system.
1 - S chooses an elliptic curve E over a ®nite ®eld Fp . Let E Fpdenote the set
of all the point on E.
2 - S chooses a point G 2 E Fp, such that the subgroup generated by G has a
large order n.
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3 - Schooses three hash functions h 1 h1 1 h2 1.
4 - Spublishes the parameter p E G n h 1 h1 1 h2 1.
;

;

;

;

;

;

;

;

Registration phase

In this phase, everyone who wants to register at the server should obtain a smart
card. The user U begins his registration at the server S as follows:
1 - U freely chooses his sub-identi®er IDU and sends it to S through a secure
channel.
2 - Upon receiving IDU, Schecks the validity of IDU. If IDU is not valid,
Srejects the registration. Otherwise, S selects a sub-identi®er IDS and
generates the identi®er ID  IDUjjIDS for U. Then S generates a random
number r and computes V  h IDjjKS 8 h PW,IM  EKS IDjjr, where
PW is the initial password select by S.
3 - S then issues the password PWand the smart card which contains IM and
V to U through a secure channel.
Authentication phase

In this phase, the user U sends a login request message to the server S whenever
U wants to access some resources uponS. Then the server S veri®es the
authenticity of the login message requested by the user U.
1 - Uinserts his smart card into a smart card reader and then inputs his
password PW.
2 - U's smart card generates a random number rC 2 1 n ÿ 1, and computes
GC  rC 2 G. Then U's smart card sends the message M1  fIM GC g to S.
3 - Upon receiving the message M1, Sdecrypts the parameter IM by the master
key KS and obtains IDjjr. Then S checks the validity of ID. If ID is not
valid, S aborts the current session. Otherwise, S generates a random
number rS 2 1 n, and computes GS  rS 2 G and QS  rS 2 GC. Then
Scomputes KSU  h1 h IDjjKS jjQS , MS  h2 KSU jjGC jjGS  and sends
M2  fMS GS g to the smart card.
4 - Upon receiving the messageM2, U's smart card computes V  V 8 h PW,
QC  rC 2 GS andKSU  h1 V jjQC . Then U's smart card checks whether
the value MS equals h2 KSUjjGC jjGS. If not, the smart card terminates the
session. Otherwise, the smart card computes MU  h2 KSUjjGS, then sends
the message M3  fMU g to S.
5 - Upon receiving the message M3 , S checks whether MU equals h2 KSUjjGS.
;

;

;

;

0

0

0

0

0
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If not, S stops the session. Otherwise U and S successfully authenticate
each other and establish the session key KSU.
Password change phase

1-

U inserts his smart card into the smart-card reader of a terminal, enters the
old password PW, and requests to change the password. Next, U enters the
new password PW3 .

2 - U's smart card computes V  V 8 h PW 8 h PW , which yields
V  h IDjjKS  8 h PW , and then replaces V with V .
3

3

3

3

3

Cryptanalysis of Sun's scheme
Password guessing attack

In password-based authentication schemes, in which the user is allowed to
choose his password, the user tends to choose a password that can be easily
remembered for his convenience. However, these easy-to-remember passwords
are potentially vulnerable to password guessing attacks, in which an adversary
can try to guess the user's password and then verify his guess. In general, the
password guessing attack can be classi®ed into the on-line password guessing
attack and the o-line password guessing attack. On-line password guessing
attacks can be easily thwarted by limiting the number of continuous login
attempts within a short period, while in the o-line password guessing attack;
the server cannot easily notice the attack, since there is no need for the server to
participate in the veri®cation.
Although Sun et al. (2009) claim that their scheme is secure even when the
user's smart card is lost and the parameters in the card are derived, an o-line
password guessing attack method will be given here as a counter example.
In practice, several attacks on smart cards were demonstrated. Kocher et al.
(1999) stated that existing smart cards are vulnerable to attack where the power
consumption is monitored (side-channel attack), and in this way the secret keys
stored in the smart card can be extracted. Later, Messerges et al. (2002)
demonstrated another attack, where the secrets stored in a smart card can be
acquired by analyzing the leaked information. Further details of these attacks
can be found in the appropriate references. Suppose the user's smart card is lost;
an attackerAcan read all the data, including IM and V from the smart card via
physical access to the storage medium (Kocher et al.,1999; Messerges et al.,
2002). ThenA can carry out the password guessing attack as follows:
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Phase 1
1 - A generates

a random number rA and computes GA  rA 2 G. Then A
impersonates U and sends M1  fIM GA g to the serverS.
2 - Upon receiving the message M1, Sdecrypts the parameter IM by the
master keyKS and obtains IDjjr. Then S checks the validity of ID (It is
obvious that ID can pass the check of the server). S generates a random
number rS 2 1 n, computes GS  rS 2 G and QS  rS 2 GA . Then
Scomputes KSU  h1 h IDjjKS jjQS , MS  h2 KSU jjGA jjGS  and sends
M2  fMS GS g to A.
3 - Upon receiving the message M2  fMS GSg, A stops the session.
;

;

;

;

Phase 2
1 - A computes Q0S  rA 2 GS  rS 2 GA  QS.
2 - A selects a password PW0 from a uniformly distributed dictionary D.
3 - A computes h IDjjKS0  V 8 h PW0 and K0SU  h1 h IDjjKS0jjQ0S.
4 - A computes M0S  h2 K0SUjjGA jjGS and check if M0S equals MS. If M0S
equals MS, then A ®nd the correct passwords. Otherwise, A repeats steps 1,

2, 3 and 4 until the correct password is found.

Denial-of-service attack on password changing

In password authentication, DoS attacks can cause permanent errors on
authentication by introducing unexpected data during the procedures of
authentication. The most vulnerable procedure is the password changing phase,
since it usually refreshes the data on storage. If an attacker can modify the
password, or tamper the message containing password with valid data format,
the updated password or its related veri®cation data will then be dierent from
what the user expects. The user can thereby never pass the subsequent
authentication.
In Sun et al.'s scheme, the password changing phase is performed on the
user's terminal with smart cards, i.e., the user can change his password without
communicating with the server (Sun et al., 2009). This enhances the security of
password changing as no sensitive message need be transmitted over the
insecure network. Meanwhile, it relieves the overhead of a server.
However, due to the drawbacks of design, it is still possible to load a DoS
attack on password-changing in their scheme. Suppose an attacker temporarily
gets access to the user's smart card. He then inserts the card in a terminal device
and performs the following operations: he randomly selects two dierent
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passwords PW and PW as the old and the new password, respectively. Then
he sends a changing password request to the smart card. As described in the
previous section, the smart card will then compute V  V 8 h PW  8 h PW ,
then it replace V with V . From then on, Ucan never pass the authentication of
the server. This is because in the login phase, U cannot be veri®ed by the server
in the third step of the authentication phase.
Sun claimed the users should accept this trouble just as someone who loses his
key for the door of his house can get another new lock and key for the door.
The attack will not be included if the user can register whenever he wants. But
the truth is that it is sometimes impossible for the user to register immediately
after the attack through the remote authentication protocol if he is on business
and dealing with extremely important issues. In the latest work on these issues,
on-line password change protocols (Hwang et al., 2010) and biometrics-based
password change protocols (Li et al., 2009) are proposed to withstand the DoS
attack. So we think the password change phase of Sun et al.'s scheme is not
reasonable and the attack must be considered.
0

00

3

0

00

3

The improved scheme
In Sun et al.'s scheme, the user U can change passwords freely without the help
of the server. But the character makes Sun et al.'s scheme vulnerable to the DoS

attack. In order to make our scheme withstand the DoS attack and the user able
to change the password freely, we apply biometric keys in our scheme, as Li et
al. (2010) did. Our scheme consists of the parameter-generation phase, the
registration phase, the authentication phase, and the password-change phase.
Parameter-generation phase

In this phase, S generates parameter of the system.
1 - S chooses an elliptic curve E over a ®nite ®eld Fp . Let E Fpdenote the set
of all the point on E.
2 - S chooses a point G 2 E Fp, such that the subgroup generated by G has a
large order n.
3 - S chooses one hash function h 1.
4 - S publishes the parameter p E G n h 1.
;

;

;

;

Registration Phase

As shown in Fig. 1, in this phase, everyone who wants to register at the server should
obtain a smart card. The user U begins his registration at the server S as follows:
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1 - Uinputs his/her personal biometrics B on the speci®c device and chooses
his sub-identi®er IDU and sends them to S through a secure channel.
2 - Upon receiving B and IDU, S checks the validity of IDU . If IDU is not
valid, S rejects the registration. Otherwise, Sselects a sub-identi®er IDS and
generates the identi®er ID  IDUjjIDS for U. ThenSgenerates a random
number r and computes V1  h IDjjKS 8 h PW, V2  h h BjjPW,
IM  EKS IDjjr, where PW is the initial password select by S.
3 - S issues the password PW and the smart card which contains IM, V1 and
V2 to U through a secure channel.
4 - U changes the password after receiving the smart card.

Fig. 1. The registration phase of our scheme.

Authentication phase
As shown in Fig. 2, in this phase, the user U sends a login request message to the
server S whenever U wants to access some resources upon S. Then the server S
veri®es the authenticity of the login message requested by the user U.
1 - U inserts his/her smart card into a smart card reader and inputs his/her
password PW and his/her personal biometrics B on the speci®c device.
2 - U's smart card computes V02  h h BjjPW and checks whether V02 and V2
are equal. If V02 and V2 are not equal, U's smart
card reject the request.
0
Otherwise,U's smart card computes h IDjjKS  V1 8 h PW. Then,U's
smart card generates a random number rC 2 1; n ÿ 1, and computes
GC  rC 2 G and C1  GC 8 h h IDjjKS 0 . U's smart card sends the
messageM1  fIM; C1 gtoS.
3 - Upon receiving the message M1, Sdecrypts the parameter IM by the master
key KS and obtains IDjjr. Then S checks the validity of ID. If ID is not
valid, S aborts the current session. Otherwise, S computes
G0C  C1 8 h h IDjjKS , generates a random number rS 2 1; n, computes
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GS  rS 2 G;S  rS 2 GC and C2  GS 8 h h IDjjKS . Then S computes
KSC  h 1jjQS , C3  h KSC jjG0C jjGS  and sends M2  fC2 ; C3 g to the

smart card.
4 - Upon receiving the message M2, U's smart card computes GS  C2 8 h h IDjjKS ,
QC  rC 1 GS , KSC  h 1jjQC  and C3  h KSC jjGC jjGS . Then U's smart card
checks whether the value C3 equals C3. If not, the smart card terminates the
session. Otherwise, the server is authenticated. The smart card computes
KCS  h 2jjQC , C4  h KCS jjGC jjGS  and the session key K  h QC . Last,
the smart card sends the message M3  fC4g to S.
5 - Upon receiving the message M3 , S computes KCS  h 2jjQS,
C4  h KCS jjGC jjGS , and checks whether C4 equals C4 . If not, S stops the
session. Otherwise, U is authenticated. Then S computes the session key
K  h QS .
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

Fig. 2. The authentication phase.

1-

Password change phase

inserts his/her smart card into a smart card reader and inputs his/her
password PW and his/her personal biometrics B on the speci®c device.
2 - U's smart card computes V2  h h BjjPWand checks whether V2 equals
V2 . If V2 doesn't equal V2 , U's smart card reject the request. Otherwise,
Uinput the new password PW .
U

0

0

0

3
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3 - U's smart card computes V2  V2 8 h PW 8 h PW , which yields
V2  h IDjjKS  8 h PW , and then replaces V2 with V2 .
3

3

3

3

3

Security analysis of our scheme

The security of our scheme is based on elliptic curve discrete logarithm problem
(ECDLP) and the secure one-way hash functions. We will show that our
improvement not only can provide mutual authentication, perfect forward and
backward secrecy and key freshness, but also can resist the following attacks:
replay attack, o-line password guessing attack, insider attack, man-in-themiddle attack, on-line password guessing attack, and DoS attack. We will use
Chen's method (Chen et al., 2009) to analyze the security of our scheme.
Mutual authentication

Mutual authentication means that U and S is authenticated to each other within
the same protocol (Chen et al., 2009). In our scheme, U and S can authenticate
each other by checking the validity of C3 and C4 separately. Then the mutual
authentication between them is achieved.
Perfect forward and backward secrecy

Perfect forward and backward secrecy means that if an intruder gets the session
key, he cannot reconstruct any previous or subsequent session keys (Chen et al.,
2009). In our improvements, a compromised password PW cannot be used to
reconstruct any previous or subsequent session keys, using the Die-Hellman
key agreement scheme. If an intruder gets PW in our scheme, he/she may get
GC  rC 2 G and GS  rS 2 G, but he/she cannot deduce K  h rC 2 rS 2 G
without the knowledge of the two random numbers rC and rS. Therefore, our
scheme can provide perfect forward and backward secrecy.
Key freshness

Key freshness means that the key used in each session is dierent from the ones
used in other sessions (Chen et al., 2009). Since each party picks his random
nonce secretly when computing the session key in our protocol, it can be easily
seen that the freshness of the used session keys in our scheme is guaranteed.
Preventing the replay attack

Replay attack means that a legal peer's transmission message is intercepted and
replayed by an adversary for fooling another legal peer into regarding him as
authentic (Chen et al., 2009). However, the fresh nonces chosen at each protocol
run are used to avoid such replay attacks in our improvements.
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Preventing the o-line password guessing attack

An o-line password guessing attack means that a passive attacker intercepts
the communication line between a legal user and the server, and tries to guess
the user's password o line (Chen et al., 2009). The attack A may
interceptM1  fIM C1 g, M2  fC2 C3 g, M3  fC4g. A may get IM, as V1 and
V2 stored the smart card. Then A could guess a password PW . But A can't
verify the correctness of PW , since he/she will face the ECDLP.
;

;

0

0

Preventing the insider attack
Insider attack means that a legal user D can impersonate another legal user U to
gain the service of server S (Chen et al., 2009). Assume that D wants to
impersonate U to login to S. However, without the knowledge of U's password,
he/she can not deduce h IDjjKS, and consequently be authenticated byS.

Therefore, our scheme can withstand the insider attack.

Preventing man-in-the-middle attack

Man-in-the-middle attack means that an active attacker intercepts the
communication line between a legal user and the server and uses some means to
successfully masquerade as both the server to the user and the user to the server.
Then, the user will believe that he is talking to the intended server, and vice
versa (Chen et al., 2009). In our scheme, the attack A cannot generate the valid
C3 and C4 without the value of KS . Then if A forge C3 or C4 , U and S will ®nd
the attack through checking the correctness of C3 or C4 , separately.
Preventing the on-line password guessing attack

Suering on-line password guessing attacks means that an attacker can
successfully guess a legal user's password on line (Chen et al., 2009). Since our
scheme has the mutual authentication function, only the user with the right
password can pass the authentication of the server. Therefore, any attempt to
launch a password guessing attack will be detected by the server. Moreover, we
can set both improvements to tolerate some times of wrong password logins,
e.g., three times. If the number of wrong login times is reached, the system
would reject the login request. Under such a setting, our scheme can resist the
on-line password guessing attack.
Preventing smart-card-lost attack

The smart-card-lost attack means an attacker can launch various attacks when
he/she gets a legal user's smart card (Chen et al., 2009). In the following, we
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discuss two of the most common attacks launched under such a situation: oline password guessing attack and impersonation attack.
1 - Suppose U's smart card is lost and obtained by A. A can read IM, V1 and
V2 in U's smart card. Then A could guess a passwordPW . But A cannot
verify the correctness of PW , since he/she will face the ECDLP.
2 - If A impersonates U to login in the server, he/she can not construct the
valid message C4 , since he/she does not know the value h IDjjKS. Then
the impersonation attack will be found by the server.
0

0

Preventing DoS attack after password changing

Suering a DoS attack means that if an attacker temporarily gets access to the
user's smart card and successfully guesses the password, then he can perform the
password change phase to replace the old password with his new one. This
would result in making the legal user's password invalid, and thereafter the
server will deny any service to the legal user (Chen et al., 2009). However, our
scheme checks the correctness of personal biometrics B and the old password.
That is, even when an attacker can temporarily get access to the user's smart
card, he/she can't successfully change the password. Consequently, our method
can resist the DoS attack.
Comparison with related works

In this section, we will compare the performance and functionality of our
scheme with that of related works.
Table 1 shows the performance comparison results of the authentication
phase. Since the other phases just need to be executed once, it is not necessary to
compare them. The following notations are used in Table 2. The names of the
computation operations have been abbreviated to save space: H denotes the
cryptographic hash computation, E denotes the symmetric encryption or
decryption computation, and M denotes the scalar multiplication computation
over the elliptic curve.
Table 1. Performance comparisons in the authentication phase.

Smart Card
Server

Juang et al.'s
scheme

2M+4H+1E
1M+4H+2E

Sun et al.'s
scheme

2M+4H
2M+4H+1E

Our scheme

2M+6H
2M+6H+1E
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Then, we compare the functionality of our scheme with Juang's scheme and
Sun's scheme. Table 2 shows the functionality comparison results.
Table 2. Functionality comparisons.

The password is
changed by the user
freely
provide the explicit
key con®rmation
Need of double
secret keys
Mutual
authentication
Password guessing
attack resistance
DoS attacks
resistance
No veri®cation table

Juang et al.'s
scheme

Sun et al.'s
scheme

Our scheme

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

From the comparison results in Table 1 and Table 2, we know our scheme
needs one or two hash function operations or symmetric encryption or
decryption operations. But the cost of hash function operation and symmetric
encryption or decryption operation may be ignored when compared with the
cost of scalar multiplication computation over the elliptic curve. Then our
scheme has nearly the same performance with "Juang et al.'s" scheme and Sun et
al.'s scheme. In addition, ours can withstand both of the DoS and the password
guessing attacks. In this way, our scheme is more practical.
CONCLUSION

In this paper, we pointed out that Sun et al.'s scheme is vulnerable to two kinds
of attacks, i.e., the oine password guessing attack, and the Denial-of-Service
(DoS) attack. In order to overcome the weaknesses, we propose an improved
scheme. The analysis and comparison show our scheme is more secure than
Juang et al.'s scheme and Sun et al.'s scheme.
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